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MULTIPLE QUANTIFICATION AND THE USE OF SPECIAL
QUANTIFIERS IN EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY LOGIC

E. J. ASHWORTH

I have three reasons for writing this paper. In the first place, I want
to explain the early sixteenth century practice of using the letters 'a', 'b',
'c9, and 'd' as special signs governing the interpretation of terms within
sentences.1 In the second place, I want to investigate the analysis which
logicians in the medieval tradition gave of such sentences as "There is
somebody all of whose donkeys are running", "Everybody has at least one
donkey which is running", and "At least one of the donkeys which everybody
owns is running".2 In the third place, I want to show that, despite what
Geach has suggested,3 logicians in the medieval tradition were capable of
offering good reasons for rejecting such inferences as "Every boy loves
some girl, therefore there is some girl that every boy loves". My discus-
sion will be based mainly on the work of a group of logicians who were at
the University of Paris in the first two decades of the sixteenth century, in
particular Fernando de Enzinas, Antonio Coronel, and Domingo de Soto.

In order to make sense of the non-standard cases I shall be investigat-
ing, it is first of all necessary to describe how logicians of the period in
question analyzed standard propositions of the form "Every A is B", "No
A is # " , "Some A is JB", and "Some A is not B". Their main tool was the
doctrine of personal supposition; and there were said to be four kinds of
personal supposition, distributive, collective, determinate, and merely
confused. If a term had distributive supposition, then the sentence in which
it appeared was said to be equivalent to a conjunction of sentences, each of
which contained a different singular term in place of the term with
distributive supposition. Thus, "Every donkey is running" is equivalent to
"Donkey! is running and donkey2 is running and . . . and donkeyn is
running". If a term had collective supposition, then the sentence in which
it appeared was said to be equivalent to a sentence in which the term with
collective supposition was replaced by a conjunction of singular terms.
Thus "All the apostles are twelve" is equivalent to "Apostlβi and apostle2

and . . . and apostlew are twelve". Collective supposition was little used.
If a term had determinate supposition, then the sentence in which it
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appeared was said to be equivalent to a disjunction of sentences, each of
which contained a different singular term in place of the term with
determinate supposition. Thus, "Some donkey is running" is equivalent to
"Donkeyi is running or donkey2 is running or . . . or donkeyw is running".
If a term had merely confused supposition, then the sentence in which it
appeared was said to be equivalent to a sentence in which the term with
merely confused supposition was replaced by a disjunction of singular
terms. Thus, "Every donkey is running" is equivalent to "Every donkey is
running thingi or running thing2 or . . . or running thingw".

In order to make full use of the doctrine of personal supposition,
two kinds of rule had to be offered, one of which determined the type
of supposition the terms in a sentence had, and one of which determined
the way in which the sentence as a whole was to be analyzed. I will
mention only a few of the rules of the first kind. A term governed
directly by 'all' or any other universal sign had distributive supposi-
tion. A term governed indirectly by such signs had merely confused
supposition. A term governed by 'some' or any other particular sign had
determinate supposition. A term governed by 'not' had distributive sup-
position. Thus, in "Every A is B" A has distributive supposition and B,
which is governed indirectly by 'all', has merely confused supposition.
"No A is J3" was thought of as equivalent to "Every A is not B", so that
both A and B have distributive supposition. In "Some A is B", both A and B
have determinate supposition. In "Some A is not B", A has determinate
supposition and B has distributive supposition.

The second kind of rule determined the way in which a sentence as a
whole was to be analyzed by determining the order in which quantified
terms were to be replaced by singular terms.4 It should be noted that this
process was called 'descent', and that the reverse process was called
'ascent'.5 The rule for descent was: first, replace terms with determinate
supposition; second, replace terms with distributive supposition; third,
replace terms with merely confused supposition. Collective supposition
was not mentioned. In cases where both the terms in a proposition of
standard form had either determinate or distributive supposition, no order
of priority was given. Since both 'and' and 'or' are commutative, one will
get logically equivalent results whichever term one begins with.

Further rules were given to determine the type of supposition which
the terms in a proposition's contradictory would have.6 If the proposition
to be contradicted contained one term with distributive supposition and one
term with merely confused supposition, then its contradictory would contain
one term with determinate supposition and one term with distributive
supposition. If the proposition to be contradicted contained one term with
distributive supposition and one term with determinate supposition, then its
contradictory would contain one term with merely confused supposition and
one term with distributive supposition. Thus, "Every A is B" and "Some
A is not B" are contradictories. If the proposition to be contradicted
contained two terms with distributive supposition, then its contradictory
would contain two terms with determinate supposition. If it contained two
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terms with determinate supposition, then its contradictory would contain
two terms with distributive supposition. Thus, "No A is B" and "Some A
is B" are contradictories.

The practical results of all these rules can best be understood by
studying the following analyses of the four standard forms of proposition:

Every A is B:

(A, = By vB2 v . . . vBn) . (A2 = ByvB2v. . ,vBn) . . . .

. (An= BλvB2v. . .vBn)

No A is B:

(Ay Φ Bγ . AyΦ B2 Ay Φ Bn) . (A2 Φ B! . A2 Φ B2 A2 Φ Bn)

(An * By . An Φ B2 An Φ Bn)

Some A is B:

(Ay = BιvA1 = B2v . . .vA1 = Bn) v U 2 = By\ιA2 = B2v . . . v

A2 = Bn) v . . . v (An = By v An = B2 v . . . v An = Bn)

Some A is not B:

(Ay Φ By . Ay Φ B2 Ay Φ Bn) V (A2 Φ By . A2 Φ B2

A2 Φ Bn) V . . . V (An Φ By . An Φ B2 AnΦ Bn)

In subsequent discussion I shall continue to use the same symbolism, but in
order to simplify matters I shall make the arbitrary assumption that each
class contains only three members.

To any logician who reflects upon the matter, it is bound to be evident
that not all sentences of an apparently standard form need have a standard
interpretation, and that not all sentences are of a standard form, in the
sense that not all fit into the pattern of A, E, I, and O propositions. There
was considerable discussion of sentences of non-standard form in medieval
logicians, but no new techniques were invented. It was only towards the end
of the fifteenth century that logicians began to use first 'a' and 'b', and then
the subsequent letters of the alphabet, as special signs both to alter the
interpretation of sentences of standard form, and to make clear the
interpretation of and relationships between sentences of non-standard
form.7

The two most commonly used signs were 'a* and *b\ 'a' was used to
indicate that the term following it had merely confused supposition; and a
favorite example was "a. man is not an animal" [a. homo non est animal],8

which, given the extensionalist analysis of terms is true, because it is
equivalent to:

((AyvA2vA3) Φ By)v((AyvA2vA3) Φ B2)v((AyvA2vA3) Φ B3)

That is, if each of several men [Aj] is identical to a different animal [BΪ\ it
is true to say of each animal that one or more men is not identical to that
animal. One can even say truly that "a. man is not a man".9 However, if
the term used has only one referent, as in "a. phoenix is not a phoenix",
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the sentence will be false.10 'b' was used to indicate that the term following
it had determinate supposition; and a favourite example was "Every man is
b. animal" [Omnis homo est b. animal].11 This is false because it is
equivalent to:

(Λi = Bι . Λ2 = Bι . A3 = Bj v U i = B2 . A2 = B2 . A3 = B2)

v Ui = £3 . Λ = £3 Λ3 = £3)

That is, every man [A{] is identical to the very same animal [B{], One
might think that 'some' could have been used instead of 'b' in this context,
but it was felt that in "Every man is some animal" [Omnis homo est
aliquod animal] the rule that 'every' produces merely confused supposi-
tion in the terms it governs indirectly overrode the rule that 'some'
produces determinate supposition.12 'b' was a sign which could not be
overridden by any other sign.

How propositions stood in relation to the standard table of opposition
was a topic of great interest to logicians in the medieval tradition, and
obviously the use of 'a' and 'b' made some further rules necessary.
Domingo de Soto gave two.13 The first was that a pair of propositions which
would be contradictory if one of the distributed terms were related to a
term with merely confused supposition, rather than to a term with deter-
minate supposition, were contraries. Thus "Every A is b.B" and "Some A
is not B" are contraries. They cannot both be true, but they can both be
false. If it is false that some man is not disputing, it will be true that every
man is disputing, but it certainly need not be true that every man is the
same disputant. To argue that it was true, said Domingo de Soto, would be
to violate the standard suppositional rule that a sentence containing both a
distributive term and a term with determinate supposition cannot be
derived from a sentence in which the same terms have respectively
distributive and merely confused supposition. That is, one cannot argue
"Every A is B, therefore every A is b.B". The second rule was that a pair
of propositions which would be contradictory if one of the disputed terms
were related to a term with determinate supposition, rather than to a term
with merely confused supposition, are subcontraries. Thus, "Every A is
B" and "a.A is not B" are subcontraries. They may both be true, but they
cannot both be false. If it is false that all men are disputing, then it will be
true that at least one of the men is not identical to a given disputant. Again,
if it is false that at least one of the men is not identical to a given
disputant, it will follow that they are all identical to some disputant or
other. Domingo de Soto could have gone further, and pointed out that the
two propositions containing the new signs, "Every A is b. B" and "a. A is
not B" were contradictory to each other by the standard rules mentioned
above. One would thus obtain the following square of opposition:

Every A is b.B contraries Some A is not B

subalterns χχ2&x φ * subalterns

Every A is B subcontraries 2L.A is not B
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'a' and ζb' were sometimes employed to make possible the simple
conversion of certain kinds of proposition.14 "No A is B" and "Some A is
B" can both be simply converted in the sense that subject and predicate can
be interchanged without the sentence undergoing any change in truth-value
or indeed any significant change in analysis, given that both the terms in
each sentence have the same type of supposition. This is not true of
"Every i is 5 " and "Some A is not B", where changing the order of
subject and predicate will also change the type of supposition that each
term possesses. However, if "Every A is B" [Omnis homo est animal] is
converted to "a.I? is every A" [a.animal omnis homo est] and "Some A is
not B" [homo non est lapis] to "Every B is not b.A" [Omnis lapis b.homo
non est], the terms retain their supposition and the converted sentences are
equivalent in truth-value to the original sentences.

In some cases a sentence containing 'a' or (b9 was said to be equivalent
to a sentence similar except that it did not contain such a special sign.
Most of the cases cited involved sentences with a non-standard form, but
Domingo de Soto gave one instance of sentences which had only two terms
and which did not contain any term with distributive supposition.15 In
"Some A is B" and "a.A is B", he said, the term with determinate
supposition is equivalent to the term with confused supposition. His
reasons become obvious if one considers the following analyses:

Some A is B:

(Ai = B,wA2 = BλwA3 = J5J v U i = B2\tA2 = B2wA3 = B2)

v(Ax = £ 3 vA 2 = B3vA3 = B3)

2i.A is B:

((A, vA2v A3) = By) v ((Aι v A2 v A3) = B2) v ((Aι v A2 v A3) = B3)

Propositions of standard form, whether containing extra signs or not,
raised few problems for the logician, but propositions of non-standard form
are considerably more difficult to deal with, especially when they are to be
analyzed by means of singular terms and the copula of identity. I shall
examine two kinds of non-standard proposition, each containing three
terms. One kind, which I shall mention briefly at the end of this paper,
contains a noun in the nominative case, a verb, and a direct object; the
other kind contains a noun in the nominative case, a noun in the genitive
case, and a verb. I am thinking here of such sentences as "Every man's
donkey is running". If one takes a sentence like the one just mentioned,
which contains a universal sign, a nominative and a genitive, then there are
two main possibilities to be considered: either the universal sign governs
the noun in the nominative case, or it governs the noun in the genitive case.
An example of the first is: "Every donkey of some man is running"
[Quilibet asinus hominis currit]; an example of the second is: "Of every
man some donkey is running" [Cuiuslibet hominis asinus currit].16 Each
main possibility gives rise to two further possibilities. In the first case,
the universal sign 'quilibet9 either precedes the genitive or it does not, as
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in "Of some man every donkey is running'' [Hominis quίlibet asinus
currit]. In the second case, the universal sign 'cuiuslibet9 either precedes
the nominative or it does not, as in "Some donkey of every man is running"
[Asinus cuiuslibet hominis currit]. Yet further possibilities arise when one
realizes that the remaining terms may themselves be governed by univer-
sal or particular signs. The following table will serve as a guide to my
discussion. I have added the cases in which no universal signs appeared,
though these were not normally the focus of attention.

Let A be Monkey', B be 'man' and C be 'running'.

I. Universal Sign governs Noun in Nominative Case

1. Universal Sign precedes Noun in Genitive Case

a. Every A of B is C Quilibet asinus hominis currit.
[b. Some A of B is C Asinus hominis currit]

2. Universal Sign follows Noun in Genitive Case

a. Of some B every A is C Hominis quilibet asinus currit.
b. Of every B every A is C Cuiuslibet hominis quilibet asinus currit

[c. Of some B some A is C Hominis asinus currit.]

II. Universal Sign governs Noun in Genitive Case

1. Universal Sign precedes Noun in Nominative Case
a. Of every B every A is C Cf. I2b.
b. Of every B some A is C Cuiuslibet hominis asinus currit.

[c. Of some B some A is C Cf. I2c]

2. Universal Sign follows Noun in Nominative Case

a. Every A of every B is C Quilibet asinus cuiuslibet hominis currit.
b. Some A of every B is C Asinus cuiuslibet hominis currit.

[c. Some A of some B is C Cf. lib.]

The first kind of sentence, exemplified by "Every donkey of man is
running", is the easiest to analyze since it was agreed that 'donkey of man'
[asinus hominis] should be treated as a single term.17 In this context it has
distributive supposition, and had there been a particular sign instead of a
universal sign, it would have had determinate supposition.18 Thus, although
the sentence apparently contains three terms, it can be treated as having a
standard A form. A few logicians did discuss the status of 'hominis'
separately,19 but their discussion did nothing to alter the overall analysis of
the sentence. Some suggested that 'hominis' had merely confused supposi-
tion, although the aggregate was distributed; while others suggested that it
was distributed, but only secundum quid, since one could not descend from
it. If one were to infer that every donkey of this man is running and every
donkey of this man is running and so on, one would be faced with the
possibility of a true antecedent and a false consequent in the case where not
all men are donkey-owners.20 The original sentence gives us no means of
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telling whether all men or only some are donkey-owners, or whether their
ownership is collective or individual. Nor can we tell whether all donkeys
have human owners or not. In the fourteenth century Albert of Saxony set
out very clearly what one could and could not infer from the sentence in
question.21 One cannot argue "Every donkey of man is running, Brunellus
is a donkey, therefore Brunellus is running'', because Brunellus might be a
wild donkey; nor can one argue "Every donkey of man is running, Socrates
is a man, therefore a donkey of Socrates is running", for Socrates might
not own any donkeys. However, one can argue: "Every donkey of man is
running, Brunellus is a donkey of man, therefore Brunellus is running".

In the discussion of the second type of sentence, exemplified by "Of
some man every donkey is running" (I2a) it is made quite clear that
'of man' and 'donkey' are to be treated separately. 'Donkey' continues to
have distributive supposition, and 'running' to have merely confused
supposition, since it is indirectly governed by the universal sign 'every',
but 'of man' now has determinate supposition, since it is taken to be
governed by a particular sign.22 It could also have distributive supposition,
if it were governed by ' cuiuslibef, the genitive form of 'quϊlϊbeV. A special
rule was given to determine the order of descent, namely that one should
always descend from the modifier [determination before the modifiable
[determinabile].23 That is, 'man' takes precedence over 'donkey', even in
the case where 'man' does not have determinate supposition. This rule was
introduced to prevent invalid inferences. For instance, from "Of every
man every donkey is running" one cannot validly infer "Of every man this
donkey is running" because if each man owns one donkey, and all the
donkeys are running, then the antecedent is true, but the consequent, which
implies collective ownership, is false.24

The instructions for analyzing the two propositions in question (I2a and
I2b) seem clear enough at first sight. In the first proposition B has
determinate supposition and we should therefore begin by replacing the
original sentence with a disjunction of sentences each of which contains the
singular term B{ (i = 1 to n). A has distributive supposition, so we are to
analyze each disjunct into a conjunction of sentences each of which contains
the singular term Aι (i = 1 to n). C has merely confused supposition, so it
is to be replaced by the disjunction of Cu C2 and so on up to Cn. Given my
arbitrary assumption that there are three members of each class, the
result will look like this:

[(Of B,Aλ = d v C2 v C3) . (Of BiA2 = d v C2 v C3) . (Of B,A3 = d v C2 v C3)] v
[(Of B2AX = d v C2 v C3) . (Of B2A2 = d v C2 v C3) . (Of B2A3 = d v C 2 v C3)] v
[(Of BsA, = d v C2 v C3) . (Of B3A2 = d v C2 v C3) . (Of B*AZ = d v C2 v C3)]

The second proposition is like the first except that B has distributive
supposition. Since B is the modifier, we begin with B and replace the
original sentence with a conjunction of sentences each of which contains the
singular term Bi (i = 1 to n). We then proceed as above. The result will
look like this:
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[(Of ByAy = d v C2 v C3) . (Of B,A2 = d v C2 v C3) . (Of £ ^ 3 = d v C 2 v C 3 ) ] .
[(Of JSaAi = d v C2 v C3) . (Of 5 ^ 2 = d v C2.v C3) . (Of £ ^ 3 = d v C2 v C3)] .
[(Of BsAx = d v C2 v C3) . (Of £3A2 = d v C2 v Cs) . (Of B3A3 = d v C2 v C3)]

However, we are now faced with a problem of interpretation. It looks
very much as if we are asserting that the very same donkeys are owned by
each of the men, yet collective ownership has been denied, at least in the
second case. Moreover, the analysis offered by Coronel, who included the
case of a sentence with no universal signs, makes it clear that each man
owns different donkeys. He wrote25:

[I2a] Of Socrates Brunellus is running and of Socrates Favellus is running
and so on for each of his donkeys, or of Plato Grivellus is running and of
Plato Grisellus is running and so on, therefore of some man every donkey
is running.

[I2b] Of Socrates Brunellus is running and of Socrates Favellus is running
and so on for each of his donkeys, and of Plato Grivellus is running and of
Plato Grisellus is running and so on, therefore of every man every donkey
is running.

[I2c] Either of Socrates Brunellus is running or of Socrates Favellus is
running and so on for each of his donkeys, or of Plato Grivellus is running
or of Plato Grisellus is running and so on, therefore of some man some
donkey is running.

In the light of these examples it is obvious that instead of using Ai for
all donkeys, no matter who they belong to, we should use D{ for the donkeys
of the first man, Ei for the donkeys of the second man and F{ for the
donkeys of the third man. We thus obtain:

I2a:

[(Of BXDX = d v C 2 v C 3 ) . (Of BιD2 = CιvC2vC3) . (Of £ ^ 3 = dvC 2 vC 3 ) ]v
[(Of B2Eι = d v C2 v C3) . (Of B2E2 = C1 v C2 v C3) . (Of B2E3 = d v C2 v C3)j v
[(Of £3Fi = d v C2 v C3) . (Of B3F2 = d v C2 v C3) . (Of B3F3 = Ci v C2 v C3)]

I2b:

[(Of Bj^D, = d v C
2
 v C

3
) . (Of B

X
D

2
 = d v C

2
 v C

3
) . (Of B

γ
D

3
 = d v C

2
 v C

3
)] .

[(Of B
2
E
1
 = d v C

2
 v C

3
) . (Of B

2
E

2
 = d v C

2
 v C

3
) . (Of B

2
E

3
 = d v C

2
 v C

3
)] .

[(Of B
3
F

γ
 = d v C

2
 v C

3
) . (Of B

3
F

2
 = d v C

2
 v C

3
) . (Of B

3
F
3
 = d v C

2
 v C

3
)]

I2c:

[(Of BγDx = C^C2w C3) v (Of BXD2 = C,v C2v C3) v (Of B,D3 = C^ C2v C3)] v
[(Of B2Eλ = d v C2 v C3) v (Of B2E2 = d v C2 v C3) v (Of B2E3 = Cι v C2 v C3)] v
[(Of ^3^1 = C, v C2vC3) v (Of BZF2 = d v Ca v C3) v (Of B3F3 = d v C2 v C3)]

Thus, if we overlook the limited number of running things referred to, we
have obtained a formal expression of these claims: "There is a man at
least one of whose donkeys is running", "There is a man all of whose
donkeys are running", and "For any man you take, all of that man's
donkeys are running".
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One example of the third kind of sentence (III), in which the universal
sign governs the noun in the genitive case and precedes the noun in the
nominative case, has already been dealt with as I2b. This leaves us with
"Of every man some donkey is running" (Mb) in which 'man' has distribu-
tive supposition, but both 'donkey' and 'running' are said to have merely
confused supposition, because they are governed indirectly by the universal
sign 'cuiuslibet9.26 Given the principles outlined above, this proposition can
be analyzed as follows:

II lb:

[(Of B1DιvD2vDz) = (CivC2vC3)] . [(Of B2Eι v E2 v E3) = (dvC 2 vC 3 )] .
[(Of B3Fι v F2 v F3) = ( d v C2 v C3)]

Domingo de Soto claimed that in the case where the resolution of a term
with merely confused supposition was dependent on the resolution of a
modifiable term, then that first term was equivalent to a term with
determinate supposition, as in "Of every man some horse is running"
[Cuiuslibet hominis equus currit] and "Of every man b.horse is running"
[Cuiuslibet hominis b. equus currit].27 This gives us the following analysis
as an alternative:

Πlb:

[(Of B.D, = d v C2 v C3) v (Of BJ)2 = d v C2 v C3) v (Of BγDs = d v C2 v C3)] .
[(Of B2Eλ = d v C2 v C3) v (Of B2E2 = d v C2 v C3) v (Of B2E3 = d v C2 v C3)] .
[(Of B3Fλ = d v C2 v C3) v (Of B3F2 = d v C2 v C3) v (Of B3F3 = d v C2 v C3)]

De Soto's claim makes good sense, since the sentence he offered as
equivalent to the original sentence has the same pattern of analysis as the
previous sentences I examined; and it also fits the pattern of analysis given
by Coronel, which was:

[illb] Of Socrates Brunellus is running or of Socrates Favellus is running
and so on for each of his donkeys and of Plato Grivellus is running or of
Plato Grisellus is running and so on, therefore of every man some donkey
is running.

Thus, we have obtained a formal expression of the claim "For any man you
take, at least one of that man's donkeys is running".

There was some confusion in earlier logicians as to what inferences
could be made from Illb.2 8 Albert of Saxony wrote that one could argue "Of
every man some donkey is running, Brunellus is of a man, therefore
Brunellus is running", and Dorp in his commentary on Buridan allowed "Of
every man some donkey is running and Socrates is a man, therefore of
Socrates some donkey is running", while the author of Commentum denied
this very inference. It seems that Dorp is right, whereas both Albert of
Saxony and the author of Commentum are wrong.

The fourth type of sentence (112) remains to be dealt with. This type
differs from the others in that it implies joint ownership of donkeys,29 and
hence there is no need to differentiate the donkeys belonging to one man
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from the donkeys belonging to another man. In 112 a both 'donkey' and
'man' have distributive supposition, and 'running' has merely confused
supposition, but in Π2b both 'donkey' and 'running' have determinate
supposition. 'Man' retains its distributive supposition since it, and it alone,
is governed by 'cuiuslibet' ,30 The rule about modifiers and modifiables
lays it down that in each case one should descend from 'man' before one
descends from 'donkey', but Tartaretus pointed out that descending from
'man' at all could lead to invalid inferences.31 If one argues "Every donkey
of every man is running, therefore every donkey of this man is running"
the antecedent will be true if there are three men who collectively own
three donkeys, all of which are running, but the consequent will be false if
each man owns in addition one personal donkey, which is not running.
Moreover, if one argues "Some donkey of every man is running, therefore
some donkey of this man is running" one moves from a sentence which is
about collectively-owned donkeys to a sentence which is about individually-
owned donkeys. Such a shift in reference is illegitimate. Tartaretus
concluded that one cannot always descend from terms which have distribu-
tive supposition. It seems that the fourth type of sentence is more closely
analogous to the first type of sentence (II) than it is to the other two (12 and
III). We are told something about donkeys in relation to their owners, but
we do not know whether all or only some donkeys are collectively owned.

All four types of sentence could be altered further by the addition of 'a'
or 'b', either to the predicate or to the noun in the subject-clause which
was not governed by a universal quantifier. However, I shall not examine
these possible variations directly. Instead I shall look at what was written
about the contradictories of non-standard propositions. This topic was
obviously one of importance to some early sixteenth century logicians, and
a great many pages of extremely subtle and difficult discussion were
devoted to it.32 The main problem was this: given a proposition which
contains terms with distributive, merely confused, and determinate sup-
position, what kind of supposition should the term with distributive supposi-
tion have in the proposition which is contradictory to the original
proposition? According to Coronel, the answer was clear in two out of
three cases.33 First, if the term with determinate supposition is by itself
the subject or predicate of the first proposition, then the term with
distributive supposition will have merely confused supposition in the
contradictory. Thus, the contradictory of "Of every man some donkey is
b.donkey" [Cuiuslibet hominis asinus est b.asinus] is "Of a.man no donkey
is a donkey" [a.hominis nullus asinus est asinus].34 Second, if the term
with merely confused supposition is by itself the subject or predicate of the
first proposition, then the term with distributive supposition will have
determinate supposition in the contradictory. Thus, the contradictory of "Of
some man every donkey is a donkey" [Hominis quilibet asinus est asinus]
is "Of every man b. donkey is not a donkey" [Cuiuslibet hominis b. asinus
non est asinus].35 The problem arose in the third case, where the distribu-
tive term is by itself the subject or predicate of the first proposition.
Three solutions were mentioned by Coronel. One was that the aggregate of
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nominative and genitive should be assigned supposition as a whole, so that
the standard rules could be used; and one was that the term with distribu-
tive supposition should have determinate supposition in the contradictory,
but that an explicit reference to identity should be added. Thus, 'Of some
man a.donkey is not a donkey" [Hominis a.asinus non est asinus] would be
contradicted by "Of every same man every donkey is b.donkey" [Cuiuslίbet
eiusdem hominis quilibet asinus est b.asinus]. The third, and most common
solution, involved the use of further special signs, namely 'c' and 'd\

'c9 and 'd' were explained as follows: they make a term have mixed
supposition, so that in a way it has both merely confused and determinate
supposition. Coronel said that this meant that a term would be treated one
way in descent and another way in ascent, but Enzinas and Domingo de Soto
gave a more plausible account.36 Enzinas took the sentence "Of some man
a.donkey is not a donkey" [hominis a.asinus non est asinus] and said that
the contradictory was "Of every man every donkey is c. donkey" [Cuiuslibet
hominis quilibet asinus est c.asinus]. 'c9 indicated that Monkey' was to be
treated as having merely confused supposition in relation to the first term
with distributive supposition, and to be treated as having determinate
supposition in relation to the second term with distributive supposition.
This was a simple matter of arranging the order of descent. If a term has
merely confused supposition, it is analyzed out after all the other terms,
whereas terms with determinate supposition have priority. Thus, said
Enzinas, from the sentence in question we first descend to "Of this man
every donkey is b.donkey" [istius hominis quilibet asinus est b.asinus].
Two of the rules already given are operating here, namely that terms with
distributive supposition have priority over terms with merely confused
supposition, and that the modifier has priority over the modifiable. In
future descent, the second occurrence of 'donkey' would retain its deter-
minate supposition. That is, it would be analyzed out before the first
occurrence of 'donkey', and the sentences in which it appears would each be
replaced by a disjunction of sentences which contain the singular term
'donkey -̂' (i = 1 to n). The new overall rule was: if a term is distributed in
relation to two other terms of which the first has determinate supposition
and the second has merely confused supposition, and if the distributed term
stands alone as subject or predicate, then in its contradictory it has the
mixed supposition denoted by 'c', and the other two terms have distributive
supposition. If the first of the other terms had had merely confused
supposition, and the second determinate supposition, then the distributed
term would be governed by 'd' in the contradictory. That is, it would be
treated as determinate in relation to the first term with distributive
supposition, thus having priority over it, and it would be treated as merely
confused in relation to the second term with distributive supposition.
Domingo de Soto added that if more than three terms were involved, then
the signs 'e', 'P, and so on, could be used to indicate the order of descent.
It was this proliferation of special signs that Vives, the Spanish humanist,
ridiculed in his In Pseudo Dialecticos .37
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Many of the same issues were raised in the discussion of another type
of non-standard proposition, namely that containing a noun in nominative
case, a verb, and a direct object. The favourite example was "There is a
head that every man has" or, more literally, "A head has every man"
[Caput omnis homo habet]. This form was frequently contrasted with
"Every man has a head" [Omnis homo habet caput]; and it was pointed out
that, in the present circumstances, the second is true, but the first is false,
because it implies that the very same head is possessed by all men.38 The
reason for the difference was clear. 'Head' in the second sentence has
merely confused supposition, but in the first sentence it has determinate
supposition; and one cannot infer the first from the second without violating
the basic suppositional rule mentioned earlier. So much is perfectly
straightforward, but two other issues are not: that is, first, how the first
sentence is to be contradicted, and second, how one is to carry out an
actual analysis of the sentence, given the standard tools of supposition
theory.

Domingo de Soto and Enzinas both posed the problem of contradiction
in the same way.39 In "A head every man is having", 'man' has distributive
supposition in relation to 'having', which has merely confused supposition.
However, it cannot have determinate supposition in the contradictory, since
"Every head b.man is not having" [Omne caput b.homo non habet] is just as
false as the original sentence, since it is only true if someone has no head
at all. Again, in "A head every man is having", 'man' has distributive
supposition in relation to 'head', which has determinate supposition, but it
cannot have merely confused supposition in the contradictory. "A head
every man is having" and "Every head some man is not having" [Omne
caput homo non habet] would both be true if in fact all men did share a
head. Domingo de Soto suggested substituting 'horse' to make this example
more plausible, and he said that the proposed contradictory could be seen
to be true if one descended first to "This horse a.man is not having" [Hunc
equum a.homo non habet], then to ''This horse a.man is not identical to
Peter-having" [Hunc equum a.homo non est petrus habens] and finally to
"This horse Paul is not identical to Peter-having" [Hunc equum paulus non
est petrus habens]. The problem of contradiction was solved by using 'c'
and by putting forward as the contradictory of the original sentence "Every
head c.man is not having" [Omne caput c.homo non habet]. However, in my
own view, the problem of analysis remains an intractable one. When one is
descending from a genitive, one can retain the word 'of and the relations
expressed in the original sentence are not lost; but descending to such
singular terms as 'Peter-having' or to 'haver,' seems only to obscure the
relations expressed in the original sentence. Indeed, I do not seem to be
able to find any plausible analysis of the sentence in question, given only
the standard suppositional rules of analysis. This problem does not seem
to have struck logicians working in the medieval tradition, but it is
nevertheless a real problem.

Although the logicians whose work I have examined display con-
siderably more flexibility and subtlety than scholastic logicians have
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usually been credited with, their discussion reveals two important weak-
nesses. In the first place, they can only cope with the relations expressed
in certain kinds of sentences, particularly those containing genitives; and in
the second place, they do not give adequate instructions for distinguishing
the case in which one is speaking of all members of a class such as
donkeys from the case in which one is speaking only of the members of a
subclass, such as the donkeys belonging to a particular man. On the other
hand, they are clearly sensitive to the different facets of such relationships
as donkey-ownership, and they are also sensitive to the kinds of inference
which have to be debarred. A complete account of these strengths and
weaknesses will have to await further research.
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